We have the largest selection of wood-to-metal drill screws engineered to provide high performance and easy installation.

**Need to attach wood to metal thinner than 1/4”?**

Our full line of sizes are designed to fasten to metal as thin as 18-gauge!

**Need to attach wood to steel that is 1/2” thick?**

We offer the only wood-to-metal fastener that will drill and tap steel up to 1/2” thick. It has a special hex-countersunk head that provides optimal driving stability and can also be installed flush to the surface of the wood.

Select a screw based on the thickness of the wood and the thickness of the steel substrate.

**Screw Recommendations**

Steel <= .210” : Screw A, B, C

Steel > .210” : Screw D

**Screw Recommendations**

Steel <= .210” : Screw E

Steel > .210” : Screw F

Select a screw based on the thickness of the wood and the thickness of the steel substrate.

**Recommended Screw Gun Speed:** 2,000 RPM Max

---

**DISCLAIMER:** ALL TESTS RESULTS AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE A RESULT OF LABORATORY TESTS. APPROPRIATE SAFETY FACTORS SHOULD BE USED BY THE USER OR SPECIFIER. DETERMINING THE PROPER FASTENER IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE USER OR SPECIFIER. SINCE APPLICATION CONDITIONS VARY AND ARE UNCONTROLLABLE BY TFC, WE ASSUME NO LIABILITY FOR THE USE OF THIS INFORMATION.